Notice

All the II\textsuperscript{nd} and III\textsuperscript{rd} years students of iMEET informed are herewith that we are starting a ‘business Incubation / Entrepreneurship development programme’, from this semester. A very highly experienced professional consultant, Mr. Dheeraj Khot, has been appointed only for this purpose. The objective is to start from a concepts, develop a product and reach to create a start-up. The trained students of Vishwaniketan iMEET are expected to start their own company after the training is over, in next two years. The training will be ambitious, interesting but will need hard work.

The details of the training modules have already been sent to you on your mail. The counselling and registration process will start from 11\textsuperscript{th} July, 2016. Students should not miss this counselling. Only 50 best students will be selected.

Dr. S. S. Inamdar
Secretary
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